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Abstract-MIS  capacitors on n-type  silicon substrate with thin oxide 
films thermally nitrided in NH3 gas ambient at  different temperatures and 
for  different  times  have  been  fabricated.  The  effects of nitridation 
temperature and  time on the properties of the thin nitrided oxide  films 
have been  examined  and analyzed by using a  constant current stress. It is 
found that the oxide  films nitrided at 900°C exhibit much improved  total 
charge to  breakdown  and  interface trap generation if proper nitridation 
time is  used.  The superior characteristics of the fabricated nitrided oxide 
films using the proposed  optimum  conditions are suitable for existing 
CMOS/VLSI  applications. 

T 
I. IKTRODUCTION 

HE GROWTH of high-quality and more reliable thin-gate 
insulators is an  important issue in future scaled 

MOSiVLSI  technology.  Recently,  the  oxynitride films fabri- 
cated by nitriding thermally  grown thin oxide  have  been 
considered to be a  valuable alternative to pure silicon dioxide 
films for  MOSiVLSI application. Many activities in the  study 
of oxynitride  have  been  focused on compositional analysis and 
electrical characterization of the as-grown nitrided oxide films 
[1]-[6]. However,  only  a  few results on the reliability 
performance of the thin nitrided oxide films have  been 
reported [7]. 

In this letter,  MIS  capacitors  with thin nitrided oxide films 
prepared at various nitridation conditions  have  been  examined 
under  a  constant  Fowler-Nordheim  tunneling  current  stress. 
The  dependencies of endurance  properties such as total charge 
to breakdown, flat-band voltage shift, and interface trap 
generation on the nitridation conditions  have  been  analyzed. 
The  optimum nitridation condition  for  obtaining  a high-quality 
thin gate insulator has also been  demonstrated. 

11, SAMPLE  PREPARATION 
The MIS capacitors  used in this study  were fabricated on 

15-25-0.cm n-type  (100)-oriented silicon wafers by using the 
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conventional polysilicon-gate self-aligned MOS process in- 
cluding local oxidation (LOCOS) technique.  The gate oxide 
with a  thickness of 250 A was  grown by dry O2 oxidation at 
920°C and in-situ annealed at the same  temperature in N2 
ambient for 30  min.  The  grown  gate  oxide films were then 
transferred to another  furnace and thermally nitrided in NH3 
gas  ambient at 900,  1000,  1100,  and  1150°C for 0, 0.5, and 3 
h. The  wafers  were  loaded into the furnace at 900 'C, then 
ramped to the desired nitridation temperature for nitridation, 
and finally ramped  down  for  unloading.  A  LPCVD polysilicon 
layer of about  4500 A was  deposited and then  doped by 
arsenic ion  implantation.  After  subsequent drive-in step at 
lOOO"C, the proper lithographic steps and a self-aligned 
implantation of boron ions with a  dose of 2 X lOI5 cm - 2  at  30 
keV were  carried  out, which resulted in a p a  region  formed 
around  the polysilicon gate edge.  Using  a  double photoresist 
technology,  the  counterdoping of As-doped polysilicon gate 
with born  implant  can  be easily prevented.  After the deposi- 
tion of CVD Si02, all wafers  were  reflowed at 1038°C for 30 
min to obtain  a  smooth  surface  morphology for good metalli- 
zation step coverage.  The  process steps including  contact 
etching, metallization, and  forming gas annealing at 430°C 
were  then  performed to obtain the final MIS  capacitor 
structures with  an  area of 250 X 250 pm2. 

111. EXPERIMENTAL REsuLrs AND DISCUSSIONS 

The fabricated MIS capacitors  were first measured for the 
interface state density and the flat-band voltage, and  then 
stressed with a  constant  current density to examine the 
endurance  properties.  During the constant  current stress, the 
interface trap generation, the flat-band voltage, and the charge 
to breakdown  were  monitored.  The  measured results are 
discussed  below. 

A .  Total  Charge to  Breakdown 
Table I shows the total charge to breakdown Q b d  under  a 

constant substrate-injected current stress of 10 mA/cm2 for 
250-A thin oxide films nitrided at various  temperatures and 
times. For the pure  oxide  case, the Qbd observed  under  a  lower 
constant  current stress of 1  mA/cm2  is only 0.3  C/cm2; if the 
stress current is 10 mA/cm2, the Qbd will be  an order of 
magnitude  lower  than that  of the  1-mA/cm2 case. This is 
mainly due to oxide  degradation  induced by the 1038"C'high- 
temperature step [SI. On the other  hand, the samples with the 
oxide nitrided at 900°C for both 0.5 and 3  h have  much higher 
resistance against the 1038°C high-temperature  step, and 
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T A B L E  I 
DEPENDENCE OF TOTAL  CHARGE-TO-BREAKDOWN Q b d  ON 

THE NITRIDATION TEMPERATURE  AND  TIME OF THE 
NITRIDED GATE INSULATORS 

The  stress  current density for  pure oxide is 1 mA/cmZ and 
that for nitridd oxide is 10 mA/cm2. 

900% 1ooO'C 1100% 1150% Si02 

Fluence ( ~ l 0 ' ~ c r n ' *  ) 

Fig. 1. Interface  trap density generation as  a function of the substrate- 
injected electron  fluence of 0.5- (solid lines) and 3-h (dotted line) nitridation 
at various temperatures.  The  stress  current density for pure oxide is 1 mA/ 
cm? and that for nitrided oxide is 10 mA/cm2. 

therefore  exhibit  much  higher Q b d  than that of the  pure SiOz 
film. For nitridation temperatures  higher than 900°C, the Q b d  

is always  much smaller than that of the 900°C case  and 
appears to slightly increase with increasing nitridation temper- 
ature  and  time.  However,  the nitrided oxide films always  show 
longer  operating  lifetime  than the pure SiOz films. 

B. Interface  Trap  Density Generation 
The  generation of the  interface  trap density Dit as a function 

of the injected electron.fluence  for the nitridation times of 0.5 
and  3 h, monitored  during  the constant current  stress, is shown 
in Fig. 1. For  the  case with 0.5-h nitridation (solid lines), it is 
found that the generation of the interface  traps can  be  much 
reduced  by thermal nitridation and higher nitridation tempera- 
tures  exhibit  lower Dit generation.  The reduction  of Dit 
generation  seems to correlate with the degree of nitridation for 
the Si02 films.  On the other  hand,  the case  with  3-h nitridation 
(dotted lines)  exhibits  a  reverse trend for the Di, generation 
when compared  to that of the 0.5-h nitridation case.  For  the 
case of 3-h nitridation,  the  lower nitridation temperature 
provides a  lower Dit generation.  Moreover,  the generation of 
Dit for the 900°C nitridation  case is largely reduced to one- 
third of the  value  for 0.5-h nitridation while that for 'the 
1150°C nitridation case is increased  to about two  times.  It 

T A B L E  I1 
DEPENDENCE OF NITRIDATION-INDUCED  NEGATIVE  FLAT- 

BAND VOLTAGE vlb OF THE UKSTRESSED CAPACITORS 
ON  THE  NITRIDATION  TEMPERATURE  AND TIME 
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Fig. 2. Flat-band voltage shift as  a function of the substrate-injected electron 
fluence for 0.5- (solid lines) and 3-h (dotted lines) nitridation at various 
temperatures.  The stess current density for  pure oxide is 1 mAlcmi and that 
for nitrided oxide is 10 mAlcm?. 

appears that a  higher  degree of nitridation can effectively 
reduce the Di, generation, but too high a  temperature  for 3-h 
nitridation may degrade  the quality of the nitrided oxide. 
However, it is very clear that the nitrided silicon dioxide 
always  shows more  improvement in the generation of the 
interface trap density compared  to  the  pure silicon dioxide. 

C. Flat-Band Voltage Shift 

The flat-band voltages V, of the unstressed MIS capacitors 
are shown in  Table 11. It is clearly seen that for the same 
nitridation time, the negative V' shift can  be  induced  by the 
nitridation at  lower  temperature.  The nitridation temperature- 
dependent flat-band voltage shift AV, as a function  of the 
injected electron  fluence  for  the nitridation times  of 0.5 and  3 
h, corresponding  to Fig. 1, is shown in Fig. 2. The saturation 
tendency  of the AV, shift in the  higher fluence  region 
observed  in Fig. 2 exhibits  the typical trap filling process.  For 
the case of 0.5-h nitridation (solid lines), all of the nitridation 
temperature cases except  the 900°C case  always  show  much 
higher positive V, shift than the  pure SiOz case. In the case  of 
900°C nitridation for 0.5 h, it is  shown that the AV, shift with 
a small shift level  and  a  turnaround  behavior  similar to that of 
the pure SiOz  is  believed to  be  due to lower nitridation level. 
On the other  hand,  the AV, shift for 3-h nitridation (dotted 
lines) is increased regularly with increasing nitridation temper- 
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ature.  Therefore it can  be  concluded that the higher the ACKNOWLEDGMENT 
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can  evidently  create  more  electron traps in the  bulk of the 
oxynitride, which  could  be  a  drawback  with respect to 
improvement of the Df, generation.  However, it is clear that 
nitridation at 900°C for a  proper  amount of time, for example 
0.5 h,  can substantially reduce the Dit generatioh, with the 
A V, shift as small as that of the pure  SiOz  films, 

Iv. SUMMARY 

It has been  shown that the endurance properties of the 
nitrided oxide films exhibit a  strong  dependency on nitridation 
temperature  and  time. In general, the thermally nitrided oxide 
films can  provide  higher total charge to breakdown, much 
reduced interface trap  generation,  and  increased  electron 
trapping  compared to the pure  SiOz  films.  However, the 250- 
A oxide films nitrided at 900°C exhibit much  higher total 
charge to breakdown  without  increasing electron trapping if 
proper nitridation time is adopted, indicating conditions that 
are suitable for future MOSiVLSI applications. 
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